was, therefore, suitable only for stationary or marine use, but by far the largest consumer of fuel was road transport, which was limited to the use of petrol. I t became apparent, therefore, th a t there would soon be a crying need for a light high speed Diesel engine with an all-round performance comparable with th a t of the petrol engine. Again the Air Ministry were anxious to explore the possibilities of a Diesel engine for aircraft.
And now, perhaps, I had better attem pt to define what I mean by the term 'high-speed engine'. High speed and low speed are, of course, relative terms and there is no obvious dividing line; clearly a high speed engine can run slowly, and why should not a low speed engine be made to run fast? The dividing line is to be found in an entirely different conception of design. In the low speed engine, the dynamic forces set up by the inertia of the pistons and other moving parts are relatively small, hence these parts can be made very massive, but dynamic forces increase as the square of the speed and, in a high speed engine, they become the dominating factor. The essence, therefore, of high speed engine design is the use of as rigid a structure as possible containing the lightest possible moving parts, while stiffness rather than strength becomes the goal to aim at.
We realized fully that to compete successfully with the petrol engine on the road or in the air, we should have to aim at the development of a Diesel engine which could run nearly, if not quite, as fast, would be equally as versatile and flexible and, if a t all possible, equally simple and economical to maintain. Inevitably the Diesel engine would be more expensive to produce but this, we hoped, would be offset by its lower fuel consumption.
In the case of the spark ignition engine, control of power is effected solely by varying the quantity, not the quality, of externally carburetted air, hence only the pressure scale is varied and the thermal cycle, apart from direct heat losses and other secondary factors, is unaffected by variations of power. In th at of the Diesel engine, the power is varied by cutting off the supply of fuel earlier or later in the expansion stroke, thus the smaller the quantity of fuel admitted per cycle, the larger the effective expansion ratio and the higher the thermal efficiency. Again, as the fuel quantity is reduced, so the mean temperature falls and with it both the direct heat losses and those due to change of specific heat and dissociation.
In the Diesel cycle, therefore, the thermal efficiency increases progressively as the power is reduced; this is a very important consideration as applied to road transport where the average operating load is only 30 to 40 %.
As I have always visualized it, the process of combustion in a petrol engine cylinder is somewhat as follows: The spark passes, leaving behind it a thin thread of flame; this minute nucleus builds up, slowly at first, somewhat after the manner of a soap bubble and, if left undisturbed, would spread thus throughout the whole of the combustion chamber, a relatively slow process. It is not left undisturbed, for the bulk of the mixture is in a high degree of turbulence so that the flame front is torn to shreds which are distributed rapidly throughout the whole combustion space, as it were by handing round the fiery torch, and the rate at which general inflammation then takes place, is controlled almost solely by the intensity of turbulence. There will thus be first a delay period during the building up of the initial nucleus which will be more or less constant in time, followed by a pressure rise due to the spread of flame more or less constant in terms of crank angle, see figure 1, which shows two typical indicator diagrams taken from a petrol engine cylinder.
spark 12-5°earlv 1000 r. In the Diesel engine, the process of combustion is necessarily somewhat different. In this case, air alone is compressed in the cylinder to a pressure and temperature well above the self ignition temperature of the fuel. Into this highly heated air, the fuel is^injected as a finely divided liquid spray. As we visualized it, each minute droplet would be very quickly surrounded by an envelope of its own vapour which, in turn, would soon become inflamed and that, thereafter, the rate of burning would depend largely upon the rate at which the now flaming droplet could both find the oxygen it required and be cleansed of its own combustion products; in other words, on its motion relative to the air. I t would, of course, depend also on the size of the liquid droplet. We expected, therefore, to find a condition somewhat analogous to th a t in a petrol engine; first a delay period while the envelope of vapour was being formed during which a substantial quantity of fuel had entered the cylinder, without any appreciable rise of pressure or tem perature; this would be followed by a rapid rise in pressure when the accumulated droplets became fully inflamed and this, in turn, would be followed by a less rapid and more controllable rate of rise when the temperature was so high th a t the droplets would burn as they entered with very little delay indeed. We expected, therefore, to realize a pressure time diagram much as shown in figure 2, somewhere about half-way between the constant volume and the constant pressure cycle. Figure 3 shows an actual diagram taken later from a high speed sleeve valve Diesel engine.
I t was clear a t the outset th at the two major problems before us were an in vestigation into the process of combustion and the design and development of a fuel injection system which would meter and time accurately the delivery of very minute quantities of liquid fuel, for it was quite obvious th at the systems then in use on large slow running engines would not be applicable. Our first step was clearly the design and development of a fuel injection system which would be reasonably easy and cheap to produce in very small sizes, and which could be relied upon both to meter and time accurately the injection, at very high pressure, of minute quantities of liquid fuel of the order of 10 cu.mm., or even less per cycle and th at at speeds of at least 2500 r.p.m., and higher if possible. This, though it looked a formidable pro blem, in fact proved to be very much easier than we had expected. I thought th a t the best way to tackle it would be to use an ordinary plunger pump with no packing but with very long sealing surfaces to prevent leakage, to give this pump relatively a very long stroke but to pick out for delivery only a small fraction from 0 to 10 % of the mid-portion of the stroke when the plunger was moving at its maximum velocity. This was effected by using two cam operated inlet valves and a single spring loaded delivery valve. Throughout the whole of the suction stroke of the pump, both inlet valves were held wide open. At the end of the suction stroke, one valve closed but the other was held open until nearly half-way up the delivery stroke. This was then also closed and the entrapped fuel delivered to the injector until, a little further up the stroke, the first valve was opened again, thus allowing the rest of the fuel to return to the suction side. Thus the time of start of injection was determined by the closing of one valve and the period and quantity delivered by the re-opening of the other. The timing of both valves was controlled by moveable taper wedges between the ends of the valve stems and the tappets. This pump worked well from the start and, although we had many teething troubles, due mostly to surging and aeration of the fuel, it remained practically unaltered for many years. Figure 4 shows this injection pump as fitted to a sleeve valve engine.
As would be expected with a pump of this type, the delivery per stroke tended to increase with increase of speed. This rising characteristic was very marked at low speeds but tended to flatten out at the higher speeds, owing to the elasticity of the fluid under very high pressure. We realized, of course, th at this rising characteristic would be a nuisance, in that, when idling, the engine would be unstable and, at any fixed setting of the pump, would tend either to run away or to peter out and stop. To cope with this instability, we developed a two-speed centrifugal, and later a vacuum governor, the functions of which were to increase automatically the delivery of the pump whenever the engine speed fell below a certain pre-determined minimum, and to cut it off altogether when the limit of safe maximum speed was reached; between these two wide limits, the engine would be operated under direct hand or foot control. Some years later, but quite independently, the Bosch Company of Stuttgart developed and, with prophetic foresight, went boldly into large scale production of a small high speed fuel injection pump employing the same principle, but of much neater and more compact form. Their pump, which employed also an almost identical governor mechanism, had only very short sealing surfaces and therefore required a far higher standard of workmanship and material to prevent leakage, but to this, they were accustomed. They certainly made a superb job of it and their injection pump, like their magneto before it, became a standard piece of equipment for all high speed Diesel engines. Had it been available five or six years earlier, it would have saved us a lot of time and trouble.
During this preparatory period, we had been experimenting with and trying to develop the single sleeve valve engine for high power aircraft use and had built several single cylinder experimental units which, as spark ignition engines, had given an excellent performance on petrol. We decided, therefore, to carry out our first running trials on the most robust of these units, which had already been calibrated very fully. The use of the sleeve valve was particularly attractive for our immediate purpose for several reasons, chief of which was that, since the cylinder head was encumbered with valves, we had complete freedom of manoeuvre as to the shape or form of combustion chamber.
Yet another important advantage, from an experimental point of view, was th at with the admission of air to the cylinder through circumferential ports, we could, by means of external guide vanes, control the direction of entry and subsequent movement of the air within the cylinder. We had, in fact, already investigated this very fully during our previous research on petrol and found th at we could, at will, ob tain any condition ranging from indiscriminate turbulence to orderly rotational swirl.
For our first trial, we used the pump we had developed combined with an injector nozzle giving a very finely atomized cone shaped spray in a combustion chamber of conical form, and a compression ratio of 15:1, for our theories and in fact, all theories as to the process of combustion, pointed to the necessity of dividing the liquid fuel up into the smallest possible droplets, if we were to hope to get com bustion completed in the very short time available. The engine started beautifully and ran very smoothly and steadily up to quite a high speed, but developed practically no power at all, in fact, only just enough to run itself round. Any attem pt to increase the power output by delivering more fuel, resulted merely in the emission of dense clouds of black smoke from the exhaust and the deposition of masses of carbon in the cylinder.
Investigation revealed that, with very small fuel deliveries, combustion was both rapid and complete but that, at best, only about 15 to 20 % of the available oxygen was combined; if more fuel was injected, all th a t happened was th a t the excess could not find the necessary oxygen. We concluded, therefore, th a t we were suffering from lack of penetration and th a t the spray was concentrated into a small local zone near the apex of the combustion chamber. We rang all the changes of air movement with but little effect and we varied the injection pressure and the rate of injection, also with very little effect, but, do what we would, we could not burn more than about 20 % of the available oxygen. We therefore decided to abandon the pulverizing type of injector and substitute one of the watering-can ty p e ; here we were faced with the difficulty that, in order to maintain the pressure needed for high penetration a t low speeds, the holes, in a small engine, would have to be both few and very small. The smallest hole we could drill was about 0-2 mm. and the greatest number of this size we could use was about 6 or 8-these we spaced out a t various angles designed to give as uniform a distribution of the fuel jets as possible.
W ith this new injector we at once obtained better results. We were able to burn twice as much fuel per cycle and to consume about 40 % of the available oxygen with at least a reasonably clean exhaust and th at a t a very high thermal efficiency. We found also, th a t the introduction of a moderate degree of orderly rotational air swirl was very effective in bringing more air into contact with the fuel jets, and so increasing the quantity of oxygen consumed. This was encouraging but still a long way off practical politics, for, to compete in power with the petrol engine, which can and does consume the whole of its oxygen, we, even with our much higher thermal efficiency, should have to be able to consume at least 75 % , and we were a long way off that. Also, we had incessant trouble with choking of the very small jets by minute particles of metal or scale, which somehow found their way through the best filters we could provide, and once a 0-2 mm. hole was blocked under a pressure of about 400 atmospheres, it was virtually impossible to clear it.
Although the change from a finely pulverizing to a multiple jet injector must have increased enormously the droplet size, yet there was no indication th a t we were suffering from unduly prolonged combustion even at speeds up to 2000 r.p.m.
These experiments, unpromising as they appeared, taught us much, for we had learned th at rate of burning of the fuel droplets was not a limiting factor, th at large variations in the coarseness of the spray particles had surprisingly little effect, and in short, th at the more urgent problem was how to bring the fuel and air into contact with each other in the short time available.
We decided, therfore, as a next step, to go right to the other extreme, to employ a single hole injector of the plain fire hose type giving the maximum possible penetration quite regardless of pulverization. We had started with a scent spray, had done better with a watering can; the next step was to try a fire hose. At the same time it was, of course, obvious th at to bring the air into contact with a single column of liquid, we should require a controlled but very intense air movement; the ideal being that the whole of the air within the combustion chamber should be made to sweep once past the jet of fuel during the injection period.
We therefore constructed a new combustion chamber of cylindrical form, the diameter being about half that of the piston and the height rather less, and we arranged our air entry vanes to give a rotational swirl about the axis of the cylinder. We also brought our piston into very close contact with the flat annular portion of the cylinder head in order both to reduce as far as possible the volume external to the main combustion chamber and at the same time to produce, by 'squish', a forced vortex in the chamber. In the top and to one side of this cylindrical chamber and at about the radius of gyration, we fitted our single hole injector squirting straight downwards (see figure 5) . The result was an immediate and striking improvement; at once we obtained nearly double the power we had reached before and we were able to run to the maximum speed of which the engine was capable. Indicator diagrams of the pressure changes in the cylinder showed th at combustion was extremely rapid and this was confirmed by the observation th at the indicated thermal efficiency actually increased with increase of speed up to the highest speed of which the engine was capable-about 2300 r.p.m.
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Next we found th at by bringing the injector nearer and nearer to the side of the combustion chamber, we gained progressively more power, until a critical point was reached when the spray actually impinged against the side wall.
We had, at last, achieved some really encouraging results and felt th at the next step was to explore more thoroughly the air movement in the combustion chamber. To this end we developed a small anemometer which could be fitted inside the com bustion chamber to record, at least in relative terms, the speed of rotation of the air within the chamber. This, of course, could be used only when the engine was motored without any fuel.
We found also th a t by painting the inside of the combustion chamber and the crown of the piston with a white enamel paint, allowing it nearly to dry and then running the engine for a few seconds under power, we could get clear-cut markings both of the air movement, of the impingement, if any, of the fuel jet against the crown of the piston and also some indication of the temperature distribution. Thus, we learned th a t even with a plain fire hose jet and a fuel injection pressure of about 300 atmospheres, the penetration in an air density of 15 atmospheres was only just sufficient to reach the piston crown, a m atter of less than 2 in. I t appeared also th a t no m atter how intense the air swirl, the main core of the jet was but little deflected while the whiskers of spray were carried inwards towards the centre of the chamber. Our anemometer now proved most valuable, in th a t it enabled us to calibrate our external guide vanes in terms of air swirl, which latter we defined as the ratio of air to crankshaft revolutions. I t proved also th a t for any given setting, this ratio remained practically constant over the whole speed range. Figure 7 shows the striking effect on power and efficiency made by varying the air swirl and it will be seen th at the optimum performance was obtained when the ratio was between 9 and 10:1 th at is to say, when the anemometer within the combustion chamber made nine revolutions during one of the crankshaft. The true air speed must, of course, have been considerably higher than this, owing to the friction, inertia and slip of the anemometer.
Under the optimum conditions as to swirl, we were able to combine over 70 % of the available oxygen and so, with our higher thermal efficiency, to develop about 85 % of the power obtained from the same engine on petrol, and that with an indicated thermal efficiency of approximately 52 % , quite an encouraging per formance.
We had now satisfied ourselves on several important points, viz. th at engine speed need not be limited by rate of burning, th at penetration of the fuel jet was of far more importance than fine pulverization, and lastly, th at it was far easier and more effective to bring the air to meet the fuel than the fuel to meet the air. I had become wedded, too, to the practical advantages both of a single hole orifice with its freedom from choking, and to the use of an intense air swirl not only as a means of bringing the air into contact with the fuel stream, but also for the no less important function of wiping the dew drop from the nose of a dribbling injector; it was clear, however, that so long as we stuck to the single hole injector, we should have to employ a very intense air swirl. This was easy enough to obtain in a sleeve valve engine but not so easy in a poppet valve. As I have said earlier, our ultimate goal was the development of an engine for road transport, but for various reasons, we did not consider the sleeve valve suitable for this service and the one form of combustion system we had developed so far was applicable only to a sleeve valve engine. I had, however, pinned my faith to the sleeve valve where high sustained power was required, as in the case of aircraft and heavy duty industrial engines. I t was decided, therefore, to proceed with the sleeve valve Diesel both as an aero-engine and as a heavy duty industrial engine and at the same time to try and evolve from the lessons we had learned, a poppet valve max. brake horse-power 0-06 £ min.fuel consumption version for road transport. This latter looked like being a far more difficult problem for, with the very high ratio of compression, and consequent small clearance space the only possible position for the valves was vertically in the cylinder head, and, with this geographical layout, there was no hope of getting adequate air swirl during the air admission stroke. The obvious alternative, therefore, was to try and create an intense swirl during the compression stroke, by compressing the air into a separate chamber communicating by a tangential passage and to do this with the minimum possible loss of heat during transfer in or out. For road service, there was also another very important factor to be taken into account, namely, the smell of the exhaust. W ith our sleeve valve engines, we had succeeded in getting a completely smokeless and invisible exhaust, but it had a very pungent smell due mainly to the presence of aldehydes. During our research on fuels, we had found from sampling tests, th at aldehydes and other products of partial combustion, were stabilized when the flame impinged upon a relatively cool surface. W ith these considerations in mind, we decided to experiment with a separate spherical combustion chamber communicating with the cylinder via a tangential passage and, in order to reduce both heat losses and smell, we made the lower half of this chamber, containing the passageway, as a separate member, heat insulated from the rest of the cylinder. Thus it attained a very high temperature somewhere about midway between the two extremes of the cycle, while the temperature of its surface against which the flame impinged, was too high to permit of the stabilization of the products of partial combustion.
For our earlier experiments in a poppet valve engine, we mounted the fuel injector in a spherical trunnion so arranged th at we could site the spray in any direction within the sphere.
This arrangement promised well right from the start. We spent a lot of time exploring the optimum area of passageway to give the swirl ratio we needed and in finding the best direction of the spray which proved to be not straight across the diameter but somewhat tangentially in a downstream injection. Once we had found the optimum conditions, we obtained an extremely good power output, and were able to combine up to 80 % of the oxygen content and so obtain a power output very nearly equal to th a t of the same engine on petrol. Compared with our sleeve valve engine results, we were getting about 10 to 15 % more power but, owing to the higher heat losses, our specific consumption was about 5 to 10 % greater, though still little more than half th at of a contemporary petrol engine, when both were running under road service conditions. Figure 8 shows an experimental poppet valve engine with separate swirl chamber.
We found also, as we had hoped, that the heat insulated member served another and very useful purpose in that its rise of temperature with increase of engine speed or load, by raising the compression temperature, compensated for the varying delay period of the start of burning and so allowed us to work at all speeds or loads with a fixed injection timing, a great advantage from a mechanical point of view. By this time, we felt th a t we had gained sufficient experience to justify our issuing designs and working drawings of a sleeve valve version for uses other than road service, and also to attem pt the design of a full scale Diesel aero-engine. Messrs Brotherhood were the first to manufacture and market a range of industrial engines to our designs followed by Messrs Mirrlees Bickerton and Day. These were of comparatively large size, viz. 60 h.p. per cylinder with numbers of cylinders ranging from one to eight and developing up to 400 h.p. These proved successful and became very popular, more especially for cases where the duty was very arduous, such, for example, as electric generating plants, pumping stations, and as auxiliary engines on board ship. Figure 9 , plate 4 illustrates a six cylinder sleeve valve engine as made by Messrs Mirrlees Bickerton and Day designed for direct coupling to either a dynamo or centifugal pump.
Our next venture was the design and construction of a 300 h.p. Diesel aero-engine. In this, both Rolls Royce and the Royal Aircraft Establishment co-operated most generously; in fact, we built simultaneously, two identical sleeve valve aero-engines, one petrol and one Diesel.
On test, the Diesel (see figure 10 , plate 4) developed 330 h.p. a t 2300 r.p.m. and the petrol version 370 h.p. while both engines weighed a fraction over 700 lb. The specific consumption of the Diesel was 0-41 lb. per b.h.p. hour and of the petrol 0-6 lb.-a very favourable comparison-but about this time, vast improve ments were taking place in the processing and octane number of aviation spirit. By taking immediate advantage of these we were able, by supercharging, to step up the power of the petrol version from 370 to very nearly 700 h.p. at a cost of only 50 lb. additional weight, but owing to the high gas pressures, our slender margin of safety did not permit of the Diesel version being supercharged and the comparison thus soon became an odious one. Since then, synthetic aviation spirit has further improved, thus permitting both of higher ratios of compression with correspondingly lower fuel consumption and the use of a still heavier supercharge, with the result th at the Diesel has now been left far behind in the race for the air.
While our experimental Diesel aero-engine came to nothing as such, yet the effort was by no means wasted, for we learned a great deal from the attem pt to make an ultra-light and, for that date, an ultra-high-speed Diesel engine, while the engine itself, though it never flew, later performed yeoman service in a racing car driven by Capt. Eyston and captured a number of world records.
Although by this time we were getting a very satisfactory performance from the poppet valve version, we still had many mechanical problems to cope with before we could put it forward as a vehicle engine.
When at last we did feel ready, its immediate success was rather unexpected and embarrassing. The new engines of which figure 11, plate 4 shows the first prototype did just double the mileage per gallon in London service and proved about 60 % better than the petrol engines on long hauls, and, perhaps more important still, their drivers were enthusiastic about their ease of handling and general behaviour, with the result that, in a very short time, we were besieged by nearly forty different manufacturing firms all wanting data and designs and our thoughts and hands for the next few years were completely occupied in getting out designs and in struggling, against time, to solve the outstanding mechanical problems. We did make some further improvements on the combustion side, which gave us a further increase in power and efficiency, but our main efforts were directed to locating and strengthening the weak links in the mechanical chain.
Meanwhile, others and notably Messrs Gardner's who, in friendly rivalry, had taken up the same line of development and, starting with relatively stagnant air and multi-hole orifices in an open combustion chamber, had succeeded, by heroic efforts, in mastering the filtration problem to the extent th at they no longer suffered seriously from choked jets. They, too, had found that, by introducing a modest degree of air swirl, which could be obtained by masking a portion of the inlet valve circumference, they could use fewer and larger orifices. By such means they were able to reduce the convection heat losses and so obtain a higher overall efficiency but at a considerable cost in power. Compared with the single jet swirl chamber type, these open chamber engines were able to show from 5 to 10 % lower fuel consumption but at a cost of from 15 to 20 % in power output, from the same size and weight of engine. To-day, broadly speaking, all high speed Diesel engines built in this country, are either of the swirl or open chamber type. We prefer the former when the accent is on power, and the latter when it is on fuel economy.
So rapid was the turnover from petrol, th at during the last six years before the 1939-1945 War, over 20,000,000 h.p. of Diesel engines were placed on the road in this country alone. This changed completely the economic picture so far as the oil companies were concerned, for Diesel fuel became in shorter supply than petrol, and our efforts to-day are directed towards using the still heavier distillates and residue oils.
Thus far, I have spoken only of our problems in connexion with the fuel admission and combustion which proved fairly simple and straightforward. Much more diffi cult were the purely mechanical and plumbing problems which grew in magnitude and diversity as our power output improved.
Of these, the chief headaches were excessive cylinder wear, overheated pistons, cracking of cylinder heads, bearing failures, etc.
The problem of cylinder wear in internal combustion engines had long been a baffling one, on account both of its inconsistency and of the peculiar form it took, namely, that of a deep groove in the bore at the point where the top piston ring came to rest a t the top of its stroke. The popular belief th at wear was caused by abrasion due to the introduction of dust, etc. with the entering air, just wouldn't hold water. I t would neither explain the extremely localized nature of the wear nor the fact that marine engines operating in a dust free atmosphere suffered at least as severely, nor would it explain the puzzling observation th at single sleeve valves, though made of the same material, showed negligible wear.
For long I had suspected th a t chemical corrosion was a t least a contributory cause. Our earlier sampling tests from the combustion chamber of an engine had revealed the presence in and ahead of the actual flame front, of traces of various organic acids, such as formic acid and, though they appeared to be but the transient products of partial combustion, I was deeply suspicious of them. In an attem pt to fit the observed facts, I formed the theory that, a t the moment when the piston ring came to rest at the top of its stroke with the full gas pressure behind it, only boundary, as opposed to fluid, lubrication separated it from the cylinder wall and that, under these conditions, the protecting film of oil would be of no more than molecular thickness and might locally be broken down altogether; as the piston ring gathered way on its downward stroke, it would soon ride up again on a fluid film, but would leave behind it a narrow band of unprotected metal exposed to attack just at the moment when the concentration of partial products was at its maximum, and th a t the attack would be most virulent if the surface temperature was below the dew point of the products in question. This theory might explain the extremely localized nature of the wear and the absence of similar wear in the sleeve valve engine since, with the combined movement of the sleeve and piston, relative motion between the two never ceased and full fluid lubrication might be maintained a t all times. We tried to obtain some positive evidence to support this theory by attem pts to stop an engine suddenly in mid-career, whip off the cylinder head and find, as I hoped to find, a dry and perhaps rusty band, but, do what we would, we could not stop an engine quickly enough to prevent the evidence being wiped away hy a subsequent stroke of the piston. Some time later, an accident produced just the evidence I was in search of. When testing a single cylinder engine, the base of the cylinder fractured suddenly, with the result th at the whole cylinder flew off and landed on the concrete floor where it broke into several pieces. On examining these pieces within a couple of minutes of the failure, we found th at the whole length of the finer was well lubricated with the exception of a narrow, dry and already rusty band at the point where the top piston ring came to rest.
Meanwhile, acting on the corrosion theory, both the Automobile Research Associa tion and ourselves experimented with corrosion resisting materials such as stainless steels and irons for the cylinder finer, but we found th at none of these would mate with the piston rings to form a mutual bearing surface; we did, however, have some success with a high phosphorous cast iron which showed about half the rate of wear of a normal iron. Later, we found th at certain stainless steels could be surface treated by nitrogen hardening to form a good bearing surface and these were almost immune from wear, but both the material and the treatm ent were very costly. We tried, of course, all manner of electro-deposited finings, but only chromium appeared at all hopeful; the snag with this was th at the surface soon attained a very high polish upon which the oil would not spread, with the result th at piston seizures were liable to occur, with disastrous consequences. Later, Van der Horst, a Dutch expert on electro-plating, suggested the possibility of a thick deposit of porous chromium obtained by very rapid deposition. This, when tried, proved very promising at first, but we found th at after several hundred hours running, the surface was sometimes liable to acquire a high polish when piston seizure followed. Later, a new technique was evolved by Van der Horst which seems, so far, to be entirely satisfactory. This consists in first depositing a thick layer of chromium as before, machining this to its final dimension by grinding and honing, and then replacing the finished finer in the plating bath but with the polarity reversed, thus stripping from the finished surface a minute quantity of metal. This leaves the surface covered with very minute but deep pits which serve to give the oil film a foothold.
I cannot pretend th at even to-day the problem of cylinder wear is solved, but it has been reduced to tolerable proportions by fitting thermostats in the water circulation in order as quickly as possible to bring the temperature of the finer above the dew point, and by the use of high phosphorous cast iron liners which are cheap and easy to renew or regrind, or by the use, when the price will run to it, of either nitrided stainless steel or Van der Horst chromium plated liners, both of which are expensive initially, but almost everlasting.
From my earliest days I had been taught th at owing both to its higher thermal efficiency and lower mean cycle temperature, the flow of heat to the pistons, cylinders and exhaust valves in a Diesel engine was much less than in a petrol engine. It was a bitter disappointment therefore to find th at while the exhaust valves and cylinder barrels were no longer a source of worry, the pistons and cylinder heads, on the other hand, ran very much hotter, and we at once ran headlong into all the troubles such as gummed up piston rings, cracked or seized pistons and cracked cylinder heads, which we associate with overheating-indeed, it was rather a shock to find th at the piston of a Diesel engine reached the same temperature as th at of a petrol engine when it was developing only about half the power.
Although the mean temperature of combustion is lower and the mean cycle temperature very much lower, yet in the Diesel the actual temperature is both very high and very localized, while the rate of heat transfer to the piston and cylinder head, due both to the high density and intense convection is much greater than in a petrol engine.
The mechanism of heat transfer from the crown of the piston to the cylinder walls is still a little obscure, but all temperature gradient measurements indicate th at the bulk of the heat is transmitted via the piston rings. In large Diesel engines the pistons are hollow and water or oil cooled as a m atter of course, but in a small high speed engine the problem of liquid cooling the pistons is a very formidable one. The only alternative was to increase the heat path by thickening greatly the aluminium in both the crown and the upper part of the skirt and by adding more piston rings merely for purposes of heat transfer. By so doing, we increased sub stantially both the dynamic forces due to the inertia of pistons and the internal friction. To cope with the dynamic forces, as also with the somewhat higher gas pressures, we had both to increase the rigidity of the engine structure and to enlarge and stiffen all the bearings.
Other tiresome difficulties have been caused by cracking of cylinder heads.due to localized and unequal heat flow. By plotting temperature gradients through the metal, we were able to identify the zones of intense heat flow and, in most cases, to cope with them either by appropriate distribution of the metal or by directing the flow of the cooling circulation, or both.
Again, crankshaft torsional vibration proved very troublesome. This worry has been with us always, but was very much more acute in the Diesel engine, due to the high compression and to the heavier pistons. The well-known Lanchester damper will cope with most cases of torsional vibration in the petrol engine, but will not stand up to the Diesel; we had, therefore, to employ much larger diameter and stiffer crankshafts and, in some cases, to resort to the use of pendulum dampers and other methods of de-tuning.
Yet again, owing to the large diameter crankshaft bearings we were compelled to use, the rubbing velocity became so high and the heat generated by friction so great, th a t the ordinary anti-friction linings broke down. To combat this, we had to increase greatly the flow of cooling oil through the bearings but this, in turn, led us into difficulty with excessive oil passing the pistons. We came to the conclusion, therefore, th at since only a small amount of oil is required for lubrication as such, and a very large quantity for cooling, it would be better to separate the two functions and to cool the crankshaft internally by flushing it through from end to end with a copious flow of oil. This proved very easy and simple to apply in practice (see figure 12) . All these and many other mechanical problems proved far more elusive and difficult than any connected with the combustion system; moreover, they were not so soon apparent, but reared their ugly heads progressively as the combustion system and therefore the power output improved-To mechanical problems such 
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H. R. Ricardo as these, there is never any end for, so soon as they have been mastered, a new set of conditions arises, a higher speed, or a lower weight is demanded and a new crop at once appears.
We had never been under any illusion th at a petrol engine could satisfactorily be converted into a Diesel by merely changing over a few parts, except for purely experimental purposes; in fact, when fully developed, they share scarcely one single part in common.
Despite these and many other mechanical difficulties, the high speed Diesel engine of to-day is at least as reliable, in some respects much more so, than the petrol engine and is now in almost universal use for all forms of heavy road transport both here and on the Continent.
I have tried, as briefly as possible, to describe a piece of research and development work which has extended over nearly 30 years, but have only been able to deal with the more prominent features of it. The combustion problems, which looked so formidable at the start, presented really surprisingly little difficulty and, once overcome, they did not recur. Far otherwise was it with the mechanical problems which cropped up anew at every turn, while the solution of one problem frequently gave birth to another.
In conclusion, I would like to emphasize once again how much we owed to the valuable advice and generous help which was always forthcoming from all quarters, in our hours of need. In particular, we owe a deep debt of gratitude to the metal lurgical industry in general, who not only gave us invaluable advice, but went to endless trouble to produce for us the materials we needed.
